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Abstract
To increase the performance of CPU and to get maximum 
throughput, there are many scheduling approaches which are been 
used in terms of scheduling the processes, waiting in the ready 
queue for their chances to get processed. This paper presents 
the genetic algorithm approach to provide the near to optimal 
solution for scheduling the processes. CPU scheduling is an NP 
hard problem. Genetic algorithm provides the optimal solution 
to these NP hard problems. These algorithms handle a population 
of possible solutions and the selection of these solutions is based 
on the fitness function. Crossover & other operators are used to 
generate the fittest population. This paper compares the traditional 
CPU scheduling algorithm approaches according to their average 
waiting time with GA based scheduling algorithm to find the 
optimal solution
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I. Introduction
CPU Utilization and Throughput can be maximized by effectively 
allocating processes to the processor. It requires an optimal solution 
for allocating these processes in an Operating System. Genetic 
Algorithm uses genetic operators, able to mix good characteristics 
from different solutions and it is considered helpful to find optimal 
solutions of the problem[1]. Genetic algorithm deals with various 
optimization problems such as Travelling Salesman Problem 
and gas pipeline optimization. Genetic Algorithm uses genetics 
as its model of problem solving. Genetic Algorithm handles a 
population of possible solutions. Each solution is represented 
through a chromosome. Select two parent chromosomes by a 
selection criterion from an initial population according to their 
fitness (the better fitness the bigger the chance to get selected.) 
crossover the parents to form new offspring. Each string undergoes 
with the Mutation operator[2].

II. Genetic Algorithm 
Steps involved in genetic algorithm used in this paper are:

Initialization- An initial population of possible solutions is 1. 
randomly generated.
Evaluation of fitness function- The fitness value of each node 2. 
is evaluated according to the fitness function. 
Genetic operations- New offsprings are generated randomly 3. 
by evaluating the fitness value of the selected solutions and 
applying the genetic operators to the solutions.
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the algorithm meets the termination 4. 
criterion.

The algorithm uses the notion of survival to the fittest by passing 
good genes to the next generation.

 
                                                                                        
                                                                                                        
                  

Fig. 1: Genetic Algorithm Cycle
                                                                                              
III. Comparison of Genetic Algorithm with other  
Traditional Optimization Techniques

Genetic algorithms use a coding of the parameter set rather 1. 
than parameter themselves.
Genetic algorithms search from a population of search nodes 2. 
instead of from a single one.
Genetic Algorithm uses probabilistic transition rules.3. 

IV. Assumption for CPU Scheduling Problem
Consider N processes with their static Burst time. These processes 
have been processed on CPU to process in such a way that their 
waiting time should be minimized. The initial population of 
individual solutions is randomly generated. Processes are waiting 
in the ready queue i.e. gene pool.
 Fitness Evaluation
For calculating fitness the chromosome has to be first decoded and 
abject function has to be evaluated. The fitness not only indicates 
how good the solution is, but also corresponds to how close the 
chromosome is to the optimal one (Lesser the Burst time of process 
more fit it will be[3]).

   (i =1, 2, 3.....N)
Wi is the waiting time of processes.

B. Selection
Strings with higher fitness function should have a higher chance 
of surviving to the next generation. In this paper biased Roullete 
wheel selection is used to implement crossover where each string 
in the population occupies a slot size proportional to its fitness 
value [4]. Random numbers are generated and used as an index 
its roulette wheel to determine which string will be passed to the 
next generation.
      The roulette wheel algorithm depends upon 
      the fitness’s of members of the population.
      The basic procedure for the selection is as   
      follows:
      For all members of population
      Cumulative sum += fitness of this individual
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      End for
      Do this twice
      Choose a random number between 1 and        cumulative 
sum(end)
 For all members of population
           If number > cumulative sum of that member 
                then you have been selected
       end for
          end loop

C. Crossover
Crossover process forms a new population of strings by selecting 
strings in the old population based on their fitness values[5]. We 
use Modified Crossover in this paper by always passing the best 
string in the current generation to the next generation. This will 
increase the performance of the genetic algorithm. 

D. Mutation Algorithm
This algorithm performs the mutation operation on a string and 
generates a new string.
Step1. Randomly choose a group of possible   solutions Si
Step2. Search the string for a solution Sj, with equal fitness
Step3. Form a new offspring by exchanging the two solutions 
Si and Sj.
The frequency of applying the mutation operator is controlled 
by a mutation probability. After mutation new chromosome is 
generated and is added to the existing population. Fit chromosomes 
are again selected to produce another new offspring. This process 
continues until we not get the optimal solution[6]. New population 
always replaces the existing population to survive.

E. Termination Criteria
The algorithm terminates when it meets the convergent criterion. 
This criterion can be that the best solution in the population obtained 
does not change after a specific number of generations [6].

V.  Pseudo code of GA
(1) Begin /* Modified GA Algorithm*/
(2) Generate random population of N chromosomes (possible 
solutions)
(3) Evaluate Fitness F(x) of each chromosome x in the population 
using fitness function

Fitness F(x) =                (i =1, 2,3.....N)
(4) WHILE NOT terminate Do
BEGIN /* Produce New generation */
(5) Select two best fitted parents from the existing population 
using Roulette Wheel selection
(6) Crossover the two individuals by apply
      Modified crossover
(7)  Mutation operator, Mutation( ) to generate offspring.
(8) Compute the fitness of offspring and add the offspring into 
the new Population 
     END
(9) If Termination criteria is matched THEN
     end:= TRUE

end 
end
end

VI. Simulation Results
Solutions are randomly generated to form an initial population. 
New generations are reproduced by crossover. Fittest solutions are 
chosen as parents to generate the offsprings for new generation. 
Fitness function is evaluated based on FCFS algorithm.
Suppose there are 4 jobs. The number of possible sequences are 
4!. Total 10 sequences are selected out of 24 for 4 jobs. Consider 
the crossover point is 2. Suppose following two individuals are 
fit to generate next generation. 
5       1       7        6      and     5       3       4         1 
After cross over       3      1      5       1 
This offspring is not valid because 4 is not there in new individual 
and job 1 appears twice such
individual is discarded .So to avoid this, we are using the modified 
crossover . In the modified crossover we get proper order individual. 
let us assume two individual which are marked as fit and use for 
the next generation .
5       1      7        6     and     5       3        4           1 
After modified crossover   5                  4         
this individual is accepted because there is no repetition of any 
job.

Fig. 1: Comparison of FCFS,SJF,RR scheduling algorithms with 
GA

Fig. 1 shows the comparison graphs of various scheduling 
algorithms finding that GA based scheduling algorithm gives the 
same result as in SJF in some cases. Although SJF is optimal, it can 
not be implemented at the level of short term CPU scheduling[2]. 
There is no way to know the length of the next CPU burst. Hence 
GA based CPU scheduling algorithm can be implemented to find 
the near to optimal solution. Table 1 shows the average waiting 
time of FCFS, SJF,RR and GA based scheduling algorithm for 4 
processes with their burst times. Waiting time of processes has 
been minimized in SJF and GA based algorithms, so that the 
maximum CPU utilization can be achieved.

Table 1: Waiting Time of Different Scheduling Algorithms

S.N.
Burst time 
of processes 
(P1,P2,P3,P4)

FCFS RR SJF GA

1. 48,28,28,15 118 106 84 84
2. 21,25,31,42 110 90 58 60
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3. 20,40,27,23 118 107 87 87
4. 29,10,30,22 167 158 90 90
5. 34,19,35,49 98 93 68 68
6. 8,8,36,48 278 264 203 225
7. 20,20,28,17 44 31 14 14
8. 49,40,49,46 237 233 175 176
9. 25,40,34,35 365 351 317 317
10. 45,6,45,32 322 321 292 292

Total Avg. 
Waiting Time 185.7 175.4 138.8 141.3

VII.  Conclusion & Future Scope
GA based CPU scheduling algorithm can be implemented to find 
the near to optimal solution. Processes can be processed on CPU 
to process in such a way that their waiting time can be minimized 
to get maximum CPU utilization and throughput by effectively 
allocating processes to the processor. Research can be extended 
so that GA can be implemented for dynamic process scheduling. 
The performance can also be increased by apply other GA based 
operators to this problem.
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